Masterclass

Masterclasses
Fit and Sample Development
The UKFT Masterclass in Fit and Sample Development has been designed to develop the skills and productivity of
professionals working in the fashion and textile industry. This subject will be beneficial for those working in design,
product development and technical roles.
This masterclass is delivered by a highly regarded pattern cutter and fit specialist whose portfolio ranges from bespoke
work with high profile celebrities to consulting for luxury and couture brands, to re-developing blocks and systems for
major retailers with clients including River Island, Margaret Howell, Topshop, Sahara, Cath Kidston and many more.
The masterclass will help teams and businesses become more efficient, cut costs and better satisfy their customers. The
content will be both knowledge based and hands-on. Attendees will learn about:
•

Developing good foundations and systems

•

Critical path and sampling timeframes

•

The relationship between design and fabric

•

Identifying key fit issues

•

Fixing common fit issues

•

Efficiency and costing

The delivery of this masterclass will be at UKFT headquarters in Bloomsbury or on site if preferred. The content will be
adjusted to suit the attendees, their level of experience and any product specialism they may have. The ideal group size
is between 8 - 10 people. Lunch and refreshments will be provided.
Duration:

1 or 2 days
This can either be delivered in an intensive day’s masterclass or over 2 days to include a
greater level of detail and more practical content.

Cost:

£1,875 + VAT UKFT members - per day
£2,500 + VAT non-members - per day

Other UKFT Masterclasses include:
•

Production and Sourcing

•

Product Lifecycle Management

•

Fabric and Fabric Sourcing

•

Leadership and People Management

Bring it to life...
UKFT can also arrange a tailored UK Sourcing Tour for groups to compliment what has been learnt in the masterclasses.
This would be arranged based on the needs of each company so please let us know if you would like to discuss this.
For more information please contact: alice.burkitt@ukft.org

